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••DD ++→→µµ + + νν//ττ + + νν and and ff••DDss
++→→µµ + + νν//ττ + + νν and and ffDsDs

••CabibboCabibbo--suppressedsuppressed

ΞΞcc
00 Decays Decays 

••SummarySummary
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Motivation for studying Motivation for studying DDss
++→l→l + + ννMotivation for studying Motivation for studying DDss
++→l→l + + νν

� Clean mode for SM calculation

� Determine ffDsDs to compare with theoretical to compare with theoretical 

prediction prediction 

�� Sensitive to new physicsSensitive to new physics
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Sophisticated analysisSophisticated analysis

�Using the following process

�Energetic charmed hadron as the tag

Reconstructed by up to 6 dominant sub-decays

Balance strangeness 

e.g.
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�Balance strangeness 

�Limited fragmentations 

�Identifying Signal by    



Determine total Ds yieldDetermine total Ds yield

� Eγ > 0.12 GeV opposite to Dtag

� Pmiss > 2.8 GeV @ CM  

� One candidate per event based on γ quality

inclusive Ds

with Xfrag = π

� Sum of 7 Xfrag modes
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with Xfrag = π



Validation with Ds
+→K+K-π+Validation with Ds
+→K+K-π+
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better precision 

than PDG average



Validation with Ds
+→KsK

+Validation with Ds
+→KsK

+
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Missing Mass Method

better precision 

than PDG average



Validation with Ds
+→ηπ+Validation with Ds
+→ηπ+

One more check for
missing mass method
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DDss
++→→µµ + + ννDDss
++→→µµ + + νν Zero Missing Mass
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PDG value : (0.590±0.033)%



DDss
++→→ττ + + ννDDss
++→→ττ + + νν No Calorimeter activity
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PDG value : (5.43±0.31)%



Compare with fDs theoretical predictionCompare with fDs theoretical prediction
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Experiments &

Theory agree 

Within 2σ



Search for Search for CabbiboCabbibo ––suppressed suppressed ΞΞcc
00 →→ΞΞ-- KK++Search for Search for CabbiboCabbibo ––suppressed suppressed ΞΞcc
00 →→ΞΞ-- KK++

external W emission W exchange
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••ΞΞ--→→Λ ππ--

•Long-lived Λ

••ΞΞ-- momentum pointing to IP momentum pointing to IP 

••ΞΞ-- sideband for background studysideband for background study

ΞΞ--



Observation of ΞΞcc
00 →→ΞΞ-- KK++Observation of ΞΞcc
00 →→ΞΞ-- KK++

FeedFeed--down from down from CabbiboCabbibo--favored favored ΞΞcc
00 →→ΞΞ-- ππ++

314 ± 58 signal

Significance 8.3σ
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mass peak 2470.6 ± 1.5MeV within 1MeV PDG ((ΞΞcc
00))



Search for Search for CabbiboCabbibo --suppressed suppressed ΞΞcc
00 →→ΛϕΛϕSearch for Search for CabbiboCabbibo --suppressed suppressed ΞΞcc
00 →→ΛϕΛϕ

internal W emission W exchange
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••Check Check DalitzDalitz plot inplot in ΞΞcc
00 mass windowmass window

•Reject ΞΞcc
00 →→ΩΩ--KK++,, ΩΩ -- →→ΛΛKK--

ϕϕ

ΩΩ --



Observation of  Observation of  ΞΞcc
00 →→ΛΛKK++KK-- //ΛΛ ϕϕObservation of  Observation of  ΞΞcc
00 →→ΛΛKK++KK-- //ΛΛ ϕϕ

With ΩΩ -- rejection
Significance 7.4σ
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after after ϕϕϕϕϕϕϕϕ selection  selection  →→

(background subtraction)(background subtraction)



SummarySummary

� Most precise measurement by a single 
experiment for DDss

++→l→l + + νν up-to-date 

� fDs agrees with theoretical predictions 

� Super B factories can do a good job on 
fDs(fD)fDs(fD)

� First observation of Cabbibo-suppressed
ΞΞcc

00 decaysdecays

� Looking for understanding the decay 
dynamics of charmed baryon 
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